Introductions
Introducing: Denise Hone, Stakeholder & Community
Engagement Manager
Growing up in Breckland and now living in Lowestoft, Denise
has very fond memories of holidaying all along the East
Anglian coastline. She says she's still "driven by a passion for
the region she calls home."
With over 15 years experience in onshore and offshore energy, in roles covering
areas as varied as manufacturing, construction, ops & maintenance, training and
stakeholder engagement, Denise is perfectly positioned to support the Norfolk Zone
projects through this next exciting stage. She is looking forward to ensuring that local
communities are kept informed and that local suppliers and businesses are facilitated
to access all of the benefits and opportunities offered by these projects.  
  
When wearing her other hat, Denise is also the Vice Chair of the East of England
Offshore Wind Cluster and is actively supporting on a number of different renewable
skills programmes. She looks forward to building on existing relationships and creating
whole new ones too. When she's not working, Denise loves spending time out in the
fresh air and connecting with nature alongside her family.
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Introducing: Will Sealey, Local Liaison Officer
While studying as an undergraduate at UEA, Will's interest in
renewables brought him into contact with Vattenfall through
our Norfolk Zone project events. Now he's one of the team!
Born in Suffolk, Will's decision to study Geography at UEA further inspired his interest in
climate change sciences and renewables. After taking the initiative and making contact
with Vattenfall, Will became a valued student ambassador, helping to run some of our
local skills and education programmes. He also attended some of our Norfolk Zone
consultation events and heard from local communities first hand about the questions,
concerns and interests they had relating to our offshore wind projects. Jump forward
a few years and Will is officially one of the team, combining his role at Vattenfall with
studying for his Masters in Climate Change at UEA.
  
When he's not working, Will is a massive foodie and loves cooking for friends and family.
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